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CONTRASTED SUBTLETIES 
With paper, paint, and thread, Sage Lewis explores the structures that support our daily lives, which, 
she says, provide a constant study in contrasts. In each piece, looseness and precision, strength and 
weakness not only coexist, as they do in life, but are intentionally valued. Working in her studio in 
downtown Portland, she conducts “a lot of experiments where I discover techniques that sometimes 
lead to whole bodies of new work.” 
 
Lewis says she did not come to use thread by way of an interest in women’s work, feminism, or a craft 
revival. “It is a way to draw with thread—to draw with a three-dimensional line…and a black thread 
produces a very satisfying line, not unlike an etching.” 
 
As she does in Ink and Blackwork Doily, Lewis often uses ink and blackwork, a type of counted-stitch 
embroidery that became popular in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, to create abstractions of 
architectural forms—patterns symbolic of strength rendered with materials seen as weak and fragile. 
Although most of her pieces are small enough to be stitched while sitting comfortably anywhere, larger 
pieces require a clothesline and a rolling chair for her to draw the thread from front to back. 
 
She may lightly sketch out her pattern or “prick ahead,” working a couple of square inches at a time. 
She uses a ruler, but doesn’t measure, allowing the spaces to contract and expand. She chooses 
threads for their color, texture, and luminosity. 
 
“I am often playing with optical perception, so the viewer may not be sure what is thread, what is 
drawn, or what is printed. Questioning perceptions of what may be strong or weak, reliable or tenuous 
in our daily lives is at the heart of the inspiration for this work.” 
 
 

  
 
Ink and Blackwork Doily, 2006, ink and thread on paper, 6” x 8” 


